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Introduction: System failures are contributing factors in the thousands of adverse events
occurring in US healthcare institutions yearly. This study explored the premise that exposure
to a simulation experience designed to improve system thinking (ST) would impact adverse
event reporting patterns.
Methods: An intervention-control study was used to explore impacts of participation in a
simulation designed to improve ST on adverse event reporting. Each summer Bachelor in
Nursing Science students along with medical students participate in a week-long simulationbased interprofessional patient safety course. During the 2017 course, Friday Night in the
ER, a table-top simulation designed to develop ST was included. As part of the school nursing's
simulation program, students are asked to report adverse events observed or committed during
simulation encounters into a simulated adverse event reporting system outside the simulationbased interprofessional patient safety course. Adverse event reporting system data were used
to examine patterns of adverse event reporting in control and intervention groups studied.
Results: Findings demonstrated differences in proportions of reported adverse events. The
proportion of reported adverse events by students with the second and terminal semesters of
course work combined and the 2016 and 2018 control groups combined demonstrated
statistically significant differences, P < 0.001. Additional analysis revealed that the intervention group reported more medication-related events, whereas the control group reported more failure to rescue and airway-related events.
Conclusions: Exposure to a simulation designed to develop ST seems to impact adverse
event reporting. These findings support the idea that ST may change safety monitoring
behaviors.
(Sim Healthcare 15:167–171, 2020)
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S

ystem failures are significant contributing factors in the
hundreds of thousands of adverse events occurring in US
healthcare institutions each year. Despite persuasive evidence
that changing systems would reduce harm, altering healthcare
systems is especially challenging.1 Healthcare systems are some
of the most complex organizational structures, involving continually evolving, intricate technology used by a menagerie of
highly self-directed individuals1 to care for complicated and
often quite infirm patients. Lucian Leap is noted to have said;
systems cannot be improved if they are not understood1; thus,
system thinking (ST) is needed if there is a desire to better
existing systems.2 Richmond, a well-known leader in the field
of systems dynamics, is credited with coining the term “system
thinking.”3 Richmond recognized that as society becomes
more reliant on greater interdependencies, society must learn
that paying attention to only their particular “piece of the
rock” and only solving problems at the local level will stifle
the evolutionary progress humans have enjoyed since the beginning of time. This way of thinking is important in general4,5
but vital in healthcare because of the multiple complex systems
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that are interdependent upon each other for good outcomes to
occur.6,7
System thinking has numerous definitions but at its core
is an understanding that outcomes of systems are products
of the interrelationships and interactions of system parts.8 System thinking is fundamental to quality improvement efforts,7
can be measured, and has been suggested as a key element in improving patient safety.9 Recent research demonstrated a relationship between ST and safety practices.10 A study by Hwang
and Park10 showed that nurses with higher ST measured by
the System Thinking Scale (STS)11 scores had a greater tendency
to report medical errors.
Under reporting of adverse events occurring in healthcare
is a well-known problem.12 The failure to capture the facts associated with errors and near misses significantly reduces the
possibility that a complete understanding of the causes of these
events can be fully known. An increase in error reporting may
lead to a decrease in the number of errors occurrences because
of the ability to develop and deploy possible targeted prevention efforts that could come from uncovering the causes. The
need for more reporting as well as an increase in the quality
of reporting is suggested.13,14 Moreover, there are noteworthy
examples of learning and subsequent improvements that have
been made after reporting of serious patient safety events.15
One of the major recommendations of the landmark 1999 Institute of Medicine report, To Err is Human, was to focus on
incident reporting.16
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This study explored the hypothesis that exposure to a
simulation experience aimed at improving ST would impact
adverse event reporting patterns in undergraduate nursing
students. Furthermore, it was hypothesized that differences
in reporting patterns of specific types of adverse events based
on having or not having exposure to a simulation designed to
teach ST would be found. Finally, we hypothesized that the
effects of the exposure would be impacted by time.

METHODS
After institutional review board approval, an interventioncontrol study design using secondary data from 3 cohorts of
undergraduate Accelerated Option Bachelor of Science of
Nursing (AO-BSN) students were used to explore the impacts
of participation in a simulation experience aimed at developing ST on adverse event reporting. Students enrolled in the
AO-BSN program are second-degree students, who have completed a prior degree in a field other than nursing but are now
seeking a BSN degree through a 1-year accelerated program.
For this study, data from 2 cohorts of students served as
the control group and data from a third as an intervention
group. Because randomization was not used to select the intervention group, 2 rather than 1 comparison year were selected
to increase the probability that the findings represented actual
differences in behaviors rather than falsely detecting a treatment bias.17 The data from these 2 groups were combined to
form the control group.
Patient Safety Course
Each summer (the second semester of course work 1 of
3), students admitted in our spring semester who are enrolled
in the university's AO-BSN program participate in a weeklong simulation-based interprofessional patient safety course
(SBE-PS-IPE) with students from the school of medicine entering their third year of medical school. This annual course
has the objective of providing students foundational knowledge and skills on the topics of patient safety and teamwork
in an interprofessional context. The SBE-PS-IPE course is an
adaptation of an original course developed at our university
for preclinical medical students18 and has been running since
2013. During the summer of 2017, students enrolled in the
SBE-PS-IPE course participated in Friday Night in the ER
(FNER)19 as one of the course simulation activities. During
the course, students from nursing and medicine are grouped
into mixed discipline teams in which they encounter most
course simulation activities. Year to year, few substantial
changes are made to the overall SBE-PS-IPE course objectives
or activities. Most of the changes made from year to year include tightening scenario objectives, updating scenarios, and
tweaking scheduling of activities to improve course flow. In
2017, however, the opportunity to add FNER as a simulation
experience was presented, affording the ability to study differences in adverse event reporting in groups who experienced
FNER and those who did not.
Friday Night in the ER was not included subsequent
course years because of factors related to limited space and faculty resources needed to be able to include it. Outside of the
addition of the FNER activity, the only changes made to the
course from 2016 to 2018 included eliminating a scenario in
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2017 and beyond that had poor evaluations, which was focused on safety for patients with dementia, and adding a discharge planning case in 2017 as part of a follow-through
scenario activity for an already included scenario; this new
scenario continues to be included as part of the course.
We additionally made a change to the course group-graded assignment. Before 2018, the assignment was a group root cause
analysis of a case assigned to each team. In 2018, this assignment was changed to one where the teams were tasked with
identifying adverse event found in a literature search and presenting an evidence-based solution that would help prevent a
future occurrence of the event. In addition, there were no
changes to the core faculty running or facilitating the courses
across all 3 years of this study.
Higher ST scores measured using the STS11 have been
found in nursing, medical, pharmacy, and physical therapy
students after participation in an FNER simulation20,21; thus,
it was presumed that ST was different in the control and intervention groups. It was further hypothesized that this difference
would also result in an observable difference in adverse event
reporting. As part of the SBE-PS-IPE course, students in the
intervention group were administered the STS11 before and after exposure to FNER. Administration of the STS was done for
the purposes of evaluating the learning impacts of the activity,
but students were asked if their data could be used for the purposes of research. Data from students indicating that they did
not wish for their data to be included in research were excluded from analysis. The results of this analysis are included
in the results section.
Friday Night at the ER
Friday Night at the ER is a commercially available tabletop simulation used to teach and developing ST.19,22 Friday
Night at the ER has a global following, with more than 1000
licensed users, more than 20 years of use, and has been used
in a multitude of disciplines both within and outside healthcare to teach ST.19–23 Despite its healthcare context and name,
the ability to play and subsequently learn from FNER does not
require learners to have healthcare knowledge. Friday Night at
the ER engages teams of 4 players at a board representing a
simulated hospital composed of 4 hospital departments
(emergency department, surgery, step-down, and critical
care).19 Friday Night at the ER challenges teams to manage a
busy hospital during a simulated 24-hour period.19,22 Each
player handles patient flow and staffing needs of their department, deals with any emergencies that arise, and documents
performance based on prescribed metrics that are tracked as
a department manager.19 Multiple boards can be played during a session to simulate a multihospital system context. Friday
Night at the ER sessions commences with a prebriefing that includes how and why to play and culminates with an in depth
debrief. Sessions are carried out by trained facilitators using
provided program power point slides that guide the debriefing
keeping it aligned with the simulation's objectives but are fluid
enough to allow program-specific discussions to unfold and
examples to be used. In total, an FNER session takes approximately 2 hours to run. Formal training is not a requirement to
facilitate the activity; however, formal training is available. The
faculty who facilitated the sessions was a formally trained
Simulation in Healthcare
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facilitator. Requirements to run a session include space with
appropriately sized tables (20 inches by 20 inches), chairs
for each participant, print outs of the tracking paper work
used as part of the metrics collected during the game, writing
utensils, and a screen and projector to display the power
point slides.
Given the large number of students participating in the
2017 SB-PS-IPE, 2 sessions of FNER were run to accommodate all students participating in the course. To facilitate the
2 sessions of large groups, we needed to find adequate space
to fit 27 tables of approximately 4 players. Adjustments can
be made to accommodate groups that are not divisible by 4
by “overstaffing or understaffing” a simulated hospital. This
condition can be incorporated into debriefing to bring about
discussions on the impacts of such circumstances on systems.
Although we were able to find a space large enough to run
the FNER activity in 2017, we were not as fortunate in subsequent years and therefore had to make the decision to drop
this activity from the SB-PS-IPE course. Friday Night at the
ER is still used in other courses, however, throughout the year
where smaller groups can be arranged.
Measures
The STS
The STS was developed by Moore and Dolansky11 (2010)
originally as a 30-item 3-factor tool. Initial psychometric analysis demonstrated low factor loadings for 2 of the 3 factors,
therefore items for these factors were not included in their
subsequent psychometric analysis of the tool. Secondary analysis of the tool undertaken by Moore et al11 included only the
20 items included as part of the factor titled System Interdependencies. This analysis demonstrated a single factor tool
with a Cronbach α value of 0.89 and test-retest reliability of
0.74. As part of a multisite study exploring the impacts of
FNER on ST,21 further psychometric scale analysis of the 20item tool was undertaken. This analysis found good evidence
of validity and reliability of the STS. All interitem correlations
were greater than 0.410; Cronbach α value was equal to 0.994.21
Adverse Event Reporting System
As part of the usual school of nursing simulation program, all nursing students are encouraged to report adverse
events observed or committed during simulation encounters
in a simulated adverse event reporting system (AERS)24–26 embedded into the simulation program. The goals for developing
and embedding AERS into the simulation program were
2-fold: (1) to provide a place where students could practice adverse event reporting and (2) as a tool to collect data to direct
evidence-based improvements in curricula. Validation of this
system was completed in a feasibility study conducted before
the full-scale launch.24 For this current study, all adverse
events reported by students participating in the 2016 (control,
n = 68), 2017 (intervention, n = 85), and 2018 (control,
n = 78) patient safety courses were extracted from the system
and analyzed to explore the impacts of exposure to FNER on
adverse event reporting behaviors. Two semesters of adverse
event reporting data {the semester in which students participated in the patient safety course (second semester of course
work) and the subsequent semester [the last (third, terminal)
semester of course work]} were analyzed from 3 cohorts of
Vol. 15, Number 3, June 2020

students enrolled in the AO-BSN program and admitted during the spring semester.
Statistical Analysis
System Thinking Scores
Paired t tests were used to analyze pre-post ST scores in
the intervention group using statistical software following extraction of the data from the electronic web-based system used
to collect the data.
Adverse Event Reporting Rates
Data from the 3 cohorts of students included in the study
were extracted from the adverse event reporting database used
as part of the school of nursing simulation program. Descriptive statistics was used to describe the characteristics of study
cases and calculate rates of adverse event reporting. To control
for differences in the samples sizes among the groups compared, proportions were calculated using raw data for each
group and condition. Proportion comparisons were completed using χ2 tests to examine differences in adverse events
reported by participants in the groups studied.
Data Analysis Procedures
Multiple tests were performed to be able to detect where
and how long impacts of exposure to FNER on reporting patterns would be found. To determine whether there would be
washout of the effect of exposure comparisons were made in
the semester in which students encountered the simulation
as well as the subsequent semester following the intervention.
To determine whether one group reported more often than
the other, the proportions of the total number of adverse
events made in each semester were examined. To determine
whether exposure impacted reporting patterns of only certain
types and categories of adverse events, stratification of the data
was completed and then analyzed.
The stratifications were as follows: (1) comparisons of adverse events reported as error, near miss, sentinel, or other
types and (2) comparisons of adverse events reported in the
categories (scope of practice events, medication events, confidentiality breach events, fall events, order execution events,
failure to rescue events, and airway events). In total, 24 separate χ2 tests were performed. To control for the use of multiple
comparisons to uncover where and under what time frame
changes were occurring the Benjamini-Hochberg (BH) procedure was used to control the false discovery rate.27 This procedure decreases the probability that an incorrect rejection of the
true null hypothesis would occur because of the use of multiple comparisons.27 The BH procedure adjusts the P value. The
BH P value is notated in all reported results.

RESULTS
Data Analysis
System Thinking
System thinking was measured in the intervention group
before and after the intervention using the STS.11 Analysis
showed a time effect (premean = 48.00, postmean = 65.81,
P < 0.001) with a large effect size (d = 1.42).
Reporting of an Event Proportions Comparisons
Findings demonstrated differences in the proportions of
reported adverse events based on exposure to FNER. In both
semesters, the intervention group reported proportionally
© 2020 Society for Simulation in Healthcare
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more adverse events than the control. The findings point to a
somewhat longitudinal impact of the intervention on adverse
event reporting; however, there is a noted drop-off in the differences from the semester where the exposure occurred in the
following one. In semester where the exposure occurred, there
was a 17.37% difference in the number of reports made (intervention = 66.27% Adverse event reporting rate (AERR), combined control years = 48.9% AERR, χ2 = 31.03, 95%
confidence interval = 11.35 to 23.11), P < 0.001, BH
P = 0.002); however, in the terminal semester, this difference
although remaining significant shrunk to only a 5.8% difference, intervention group (55.8% AERR) reporting proportionally more adverse events compared with the combined
controls [50.0% AERR, χ2 = 3.38, 95% confidence interval =
−0.034% to 11.56%, P = 0.052, BH P = 0.143 (significant)].
Results by Adverse Event Type
Stratified comparisons examining reporting patterns
across adverse event type (error, near miss, sentinel event)
with control groups combined failed to show statistically significant differences in all analyses completed.
Results by Adverse Event Categories
Stratified comparisons examining reporting patterns
across adverse event categories (medication events, scope of
practice events, failure to rescue events, order execution
events, airway events, fall events, and confidentiality breaches)
without stratification of these events into the adverse event
type (error, near miss, sentinel event) showed interesting patterns of differences (Tables 1–3).
There were differences in medication event reporting patterns. Medication events were found to be reported statistically
more often by the intervention group compared with the control group (Table 1) but was solely found to be significant in
the semester where the FNER intervention occurred. This
finding further supports the notion that there may be a washout effect of the interventional impact.
Failure to rescue and airway events were also found to
have statistically significant differences when comparing the
groups. The control group reported more failure to rescue
events in the semester where FNER occurred; however, this effect was not found in the terminal semester (Table 2). Finally,
there were statistically significant differences in reporting of
airway events, with the control group reporting statistically
more airway events than the intervention group; however, this
is only found in the terminal semester (Table 3).

TABLE 2. Proportions of Failure to Rescue Reporting
by Condition

Second semester
Terminal semester

Reporting Rate
Intervention

Reporting Rate
Combined Control

P

BH
Corrected P

10.20%
23.00%

17.50%
21.83%

0.002
0.694

0.076*
0.833

*Significant.

Participation in FNER as a simulation experience has been
found to increase ST in this study as well as others21 and also
seems to alter adverse event reporting frequency in general as
well as for certain types of adverse events. In this study, findings demonstrated patterns of adverse event reporting that

were different among the groups studied when events were
stratified into their constituent categories. These pattern differences seem to be influenced by having had or not had exposure to FNER. This finding seems to suggest that those with
presumably higher levels of ST related to exposure to FNER
notice and subsequently report different categories of events.
The intervention group reported medication events more
often than the control group (Table 1). This finding reflects
what might be expected based on studies found in the literature reporting the association of most medication errors occurring related to systems factors.28 Moreover, medication
errors have been described as having multidimensional causes.29
Thus, the conclusion that individuals with higher levels of ST
might notice events more closely influenced by systems is plausible and also supported by systems theory.30
The control group was found to have statistically significant greater reporting of events categorized as failure to rescue
and airway associated events. According to the literature, these
types of errors tend to stem from breaches in cognition, and
failure to fully monitor the situation, and subsequently missing
changes in a patient's status.31–33 Unlike medication events,
failure to rescue and airway events have a greater tendency to
be caused by singular person process issues transpiring at the
sharp end (the patient's bedside) of the care spectrum as opposed to systems related failures. Given the study findings,
and supporting literature, it may be feasible to conclude that
there is an association between individuals' level of ST and
the noticing of certain categories of adverse events, whereas
those with lower levels of ST may make or notice more events
stemming from causes that do not involve system workings.
This study also demonstrated that the effects of learning ST
may be time limited; thus, attempts to teach or strengthen
these skills should not occur only as a single event. Having repeated opportunities to reinforce learned concepts spanning
over time may prove to be important in maintaining the skills
and knowledge.
This study had several limitations including the use of a
simulated AERS to capture data, the use of a student population, the inclusion of a single site, and using an approach that
relied on multiple tests of stratified data even despite having
used a technique for correcting this. Despite the significant
history of the AERS and the prior work validating it, there remains the possibility that the data may be substantially

TABLE 1. Proportions of Medication Event Reporting
by Condition

TABLE 3. Proportions of Airway Event Reporting by Condition

DISCUSSION

Second semester
Terminal semester

Reporting Rate
Intervention

Reporting Rate
Combined Control

P

BH
Corrected P

33.30%
26.40%

22.22%
22.50%

0.002
0.197

0.018*
0.526

*Significant.
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Second semester
Terminal semester

Reporting Rate
Intervention

Reporting Rate
Combined Control

P

BH
Corrected P

17.20%
16.00%

13.71%
23.14%

0.218
0.015

0.523
0.091*

*Significant.
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different than what might be found in data collected from actual clinical adverse event reporting. Furthermore, the use of
students and a single site could impact potential generalizability of the study findings. The study did not allow for a determination of differences in the commission versus the observation
of adverse events because the data did not capture whether the
person reporting had committed or noticed the reported
event. Finally, to fully explore the potential changes in adverse
event reporting at a detailed level, the use of multiple tests was
used to explore stratified data. Although a BH correction procedure with a 25% false discovery rate was performed, it is still
possible that one of the significant findings could have been
falsely found.
Strengths of this study include the use of simulation as
both an intervention and a method capture data challenging
to otherwise obtain. This is one of the first attempts to examine
the impacts of ST on adverse event reporting, thus providing a
possible model for the future to explore the relationship between ST and safety monitoring.
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